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Of these three thousand spirit crystals, Lu Yuan kept five hundred for the next

to absorb and refine the gene chain.

The other two thousand, Lu Yuan took all of them to charge the Evolution

Cube.

At this moment, the Evolution Cube glowed with a faint blue light, which was

deeper than the first time.

However, the energy of the Evolution Cube at this moment is still not enough

to evolve the Dark Iron Body.

is still a lot worse.

Lu Yuan originally thought that only 5,000 pieces would be needed to evolve

the black iron body, but now it seems to be too simple.

But Lu Yuan is not in a hurry.

He thought about it carefully, and now his genetic warfare skills have been

seen by many people.

If he evolves during the apprenticeship stage, then his combat skills will be

different, what would others think?

The same extraordinary gene, how can combat skills mutate?

It’s okay to be a genius, but evolutionary genes are so magical that Lu Yuan
would never let others know.

If you let others know that you have the ability to evolve genes, then you

might be very dangerous.
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Therefore, Lu Yuan thought, when he broke through to the first level, he
would evolve the body of black iron.

At that time, he can claim to the outside world the second extraordinary gene

he has obtained.

Burning boss-level transcendent genes at the first level is powerful, but it is
not that no one has it. At most, it is regarded as a super genius.

And he can still burn another gene secretly.

At that time, under the blessing of the extraordinary genes of the two bosses,
what level of strength can he reach?

It's scary to think about it.

Evolution Cube absorbed the spirit crystal, and Lu Yuan itself also absorbed a

part of the spirit crystal to refine the gene chain.

Until he couldn't bear it, his gene tempering degree had reached 14%.

This cultivation speed, let other people know, I'm afraid it will be shocked.

There are about two hundred spirit crystals left, and Lu Yuan intends to keep

them.

Actually, Lingjing can be sold for money, but for genetic warriors, Lingjing is

definitely more precious than money. Generally, not many genetic warriors

will exchange raw crystals for money.

Even if Lu Yuan was so poor, he would not consider selling spirit crystals.

…………

After absorbing the spirit crystals, Lu Yuan rested and ate something, then set

off again to continue hunting the beasts.

With the improvement of Lu Yuan's strength, his efficiency in hunting fierce

beasts is getting higher and higher.



Soon, his materials filled the war pattern space.

At this moment, the light door that went out was less than half lit up.

If you don’t hunt down the beasts, you will have to sell the materials.

The place where materials are sold is naturally the small market at the exit of
the Underground Palace.

It is difficult to distinguish directions in the underground palace, but
fortunately, when I bought the map before, there were instructions in that

post.

There is a kind of grass in the palace, which has a strong tendency to wind.

This kind of grass grows in a direction where the air flows faster.

In the underground palace, although I don’t know the principle, the air is
always good, but only in the direction of the exit, the air flow will become

faster.

As long as you find this kind of grass, through its growth direction, you can

find the direction of the exit.

Lu Yuan looked for a meeting in the nearby passage, and soon found a purple

grass in the corner.

The grass crawls on the wall and grows in one direction.

Lu Yuan smiled and moved towards the direction of the growth of the grass.

kept looking for the wind-trending grass along the way, Lu Yuan found that

the number of fierce beasts was getting less and less, and occasionally he could
even see other teams of genetic warriors.

After seeing Lu Yuan, the genetic warrior team looked at him vigilantly.

They didn't let down their vigilance until Lu Yuan left.



Of course, there are also human genetic warriors. After seeing Lu Yuan, he
smiled and nodded, which was regarded as a greeting.

In this kind of place, the relationship between the same race is still closer than

that of the foreign race.

If you encounter two teams of genetic warriors fighting, helping the same clan

is also a customary thing.

This is not only true of humans, but also cat people, elves and kobolds.

After walking for a while, Lu Yuan finally found the exit.

Out of the underground palace, the biting cold wind blew on his face, causing
Lu Yuan to tremble.

It's night now, the whole desert is covered by night, and the night wind is

biting.

There is a bright starry sky in the sky, and the silver light does not appear

dark.

"Materials are purchased! Common materials, elite materials, and all kinds of

materials are collected! Large quantity is the priority! The price guarantee will
make you satisfied!"

"Late night stall, grilled scorpion meat, grilled ant legs, fried spider meat,
hurry up!"

"Sell genetic weapons, sell genetic weapons, the price is good to discuss!"

"……"

Even in the middle of the night, there are still many genetic warriors at the

exit.

Not everyone likes to fight fierce beasts. Doing business can earn spirit crystals,
and it is also a good thing to improve gene tempering.



Of course, this may also be due to special reasons.

After all, many genetic warriors have signed contracts with the consortium.
Perhaps this is the mission of the consortium.

However, Lu Yuan discovered that all the small vendors selling were humans,
and there were no kobolds, cats and elves.

The elves are arrogant and disdain to set up stalls on the side of the road.

Cat people seem to have internal digestive channels, and they are somewhat

different from the other three races.

Lu Yuan came to a very loud purchasing material booth.

The stall owner is a human youth.

After seeing Lu Yuan, his eyes lit up and he showed a hearty smile:

"Sir, do you want to sell materials?"

"Well, look at the price."

Lu Yuan took out the materials he wanted to sell and put them on the booth.

"There are a lot of them. It seems that Mr. gains a lot this time."

"Hmm... The heart of the little stone man has 2 spirit crystals, poisonous
scorpion tail needles, 3 spirit crystals, and a ball of spider silk 3.5 spirit

crystals... There are a total of 1139.5 spirit crystals here. I will give a whole,
count as 1140 spirit crystals. Sample?"

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "Okay, it's the price."

Before, Lu Yuan had also seen the market price of these materials in the place

of origin, this young man was quite fair, and the price was already the highest

on the market.

can have 1140 spirit crystals, Lu Yuan is already very satisfied.



In addition to his remaining spirit crystals, the number of his spirit crystals

reached 1,387.

These spirit crystals, he intends not to be used for the Evolution Cube to
absorb, but to be used for cultivation and as a reserve of spiritual power.

Put the spirit crystal handed over by the youth away, Lu Yuan was about to

leave, the youth quickly laughed:

"Sir, please wait."

"What's wrong?"

Lu Yuan looked at him with some doubts.

"Sir, I think you are a lone ranger? This time the gain is not small, should the

strength be good?"

"Any questions?"

"Look, I am a material supplier under the Linglong Chamber of Commerce,
and my monthly performance pressure is not small. Otherwise, if you come to

me every time you sell materials in the future, I will definitely give you the

highest price in the market. You are elsewhere. I definitely can't find a higher

price."

The youth smiled and said.

Lu Yuan was stunned, no wonder the young man gave such a good price.

He thought about it and nodded: "No problem, as long as I'm still in the

underground palace, I will definitely look for you if I have materials."

Anyway, whoever sells is not selling. For Lu Yuan, finding a familiar material

supplier will not have to bother him.

Seeing Lu Yuan's promise, the young man's eyes lit up and his smile became

brighter.



"My name is Li Luo, sir, what is your last name?"

"My last name is Lu."

"Mr. Lu! I hope we can cooperate more in the future. By the way, Mr. Lu, do
you have a communication crystal? Do you want to add a contact

information?"

"I haven't bought it yet."

Lu Yuan thinks he should really prepare a communication crystal?

Otherwise, you won’t be able to communicate with people.

"Well, if you want to sell the materials, just come here directly, I'm basically

there."

Lu Yuan nodded, and then entered the underground palace again.

After all, there is less than two months before the college entrance

examination, his current cultivation base is still a bit low.

You have to practice hard before the college entrance examination.

There is still no news about that dark shadow. Lu Yuan also has a thorn in his

heart. Only by practicing hard and improving his strength can he feel safe.

…………

For the rest of the time, Lu Yuan has been hunting and killing fierce beasts in

the underground palace.

His strength is getting stronger and stronger, and the fierce beasts in the outer

area of   the underground palace no longer pose any threat to him.

His powerful defensive ability and spiritual power that will never be
exhausted can be said to be a horizontal push all the way.

He can kill hundreds of fierce beasts every day. Naturally, he has gained a lot

of spirit crystals and materials.



even went to the underground palace every day to sell the materials.

When Lu Yuan left the underground palace to sell materials the next day, Li
Luo was taken aback:

"Mr. Lu, what's the matter with you?"

"Of course it is selling materials."

Lu Yuan threw a bunch of materials on the small stall.

Li Luo widened his eyes: "You killed these all in one day?"

Lu Yuan nodded ~www.mtlnovel.com~ In fact, he has already tried his best

to choose materials that are more expensive and easy to carry.

The number of fierce beasts he killed was almost double the material.

Li Luoduo looked at Lu Yuan, and then checked the materials.

"A total of 1100 spirit crystals."

…………

On the third day.

Li Luo looked at the pile of materials laid down by Lu Yuan.

"Mr. Lu, how much did you gain today?! Your strength is really strong! I'll
count it for you. Well... a total of 1120 spirit crystals."

He smiled and gave the spirit crystal to Lu Yuan:

"Thanks to Mr. Lu, I feel that my performance has improved a bit."

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "If you want to thank me, give me more spirit

crystals."

"Ahahahaha... Mr. Lu joked... I have already given you the highest amount

within my scope of rights. If it is higher, I am afraid I will lose my job."



Lu Yuan smiled and didn't care.

Since the battle in the ant nest, he has discovered the power of the guardian

system.

With his own defensive ability, he can wander around in the underground

palace at will.

He can kill five or six hundred beasts every day.

Even if it is not the material, it is just the spirit crystal, he can harvest more

than 1,500 a day.

With the addition of materials, he can harvest more than 2,600 spiritual

crystals every day!

Within three days, the number of his spirit crystals reached 6,643.

You need to know the current market price outside, 150 to 200 yuan can buy

a spiritual crystal, even if it is calculated according to the lowest 150, he has
made more than 997,000 in these three days!
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